
Evidence that Covid-19 is a Bioweapon 

By Stefan Stanford, AllNewsPipeline, 29 May 2020 

 

All the way back on January 27th, just days after the first case of coronavirus was reported in 

America on January 21st, we published a story on ANP titled "Has The 'Perfect Bioweapon' 

Been Unleashed Upon The World? Non-Symptomatic People Being Contagious To Others 

For Up To Two Weeks Is A Recipe For Disaster" within which we laid out the evidence that 

covid-19 had been 'created' in a lab, a theory that the mainstream media has continually 

called 'disinformation' or a 'conspiracy theory'. 

 

While we had also reported just days before then in this story titled "Coronavirus Patent 

Granted To Bill Gates Funded Institute In 2018 Gives More Credence To The Theory It 

Might Be A Bioweapon" that the mainstream media had been colluding around a particular 

narrative surrounding the pandemic which was then still in its infancy by supporting the 

sweeping lockdown taken by the totalitarian govt of China, a hint of what was ahead for 

America, now 4 months later we're seeing more critical scientific acceptance of the theory we 

put forth all the way back in January. 

 

As Zero Hedge now reports in this new story titled "'Like It Was Designed To Infect 

Humans': COVID-19 'Cell Culture' Theory Gains Steam", according to Flinders University 

Professor Nikolai Petrovsky, something isn't quite right with this virus. As, instead of the 

cells of the virus binding most to it's 'original host animal', they bind more strongly to human 

cells than any other animal. As we hear in the 1st video at the bottom of this story, scientists 

are now warning that covid-19 'perfectly adapted to humans from day one'. From Zero 

Hedge before we continue.: 

 

A scientific study which found COVID-19 may have been a "cell-culture" uniquely 

adapted for transmission to humans (more so than any other animal - including bats), is 

gaining steam.  

 

The paper, currently under peer review, comes from Flinders University Professor Nikolai 

Petrovsky, who has spent over two decades developing vaccines against influenza, Ebola, 

and animal Sars. He says his findings allow for the possibility that COVID-19 leaked from 

a laboratory, according to Sky News.  

 

"The two possibilities which I think are both still open is that it was a chance transmission 

of a virus from an as yet unidentified animal to human. The other possibility is that it was 

an accidental release of the virus from a laboratory," said Petrovsky, adding "Certainly we 

can’t exclude the possibility that this came from a laboratory experiment rather than from 

an animal. They are both open possibilities."   

 

Professor Petrovsky, who is the Chairman and Research Director of Vaxine Pty Ltd, said 

COVID-19 has genetic elements similar to bat coronaviruses as well as other 

coronaviruses.  

 

The way coronavirus enters human cells is by binding to a protein on the surface of lung-

cells called ACE2. The study showed the virus bound more tightly to human-ACE2 than to 
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any of the other animals they tested.  

 

“It was like it was designed to infect humans,” he said.  

 

 “One of the possibilities is that an animal host was infected by two coronaviruses at the 

same time and COVID-19 is the progeny of that interaction between the two viruses. -Sky 

News  

 

"The same process can happen in a petri-dish," added Petrovsky. "If you have cells in 

culture and you have human cells in that culture which the viruses are infecting, then if 

there are two viruses in that dish, they can swap genetic information and you can 

accidentally or deliberately create a whole third new virus out of that system."  

 

"In other words COVID-19 could have been created from that recombination event in an 

animal host or it could have occurred in a cell-culture experiment."  

 

(PLEASE HELP SUPPORT ANP: With Independent Media being censored on almost 

every internet platform, reader donations are what keeps websites like ANP up and 

running. Your donations are greatly appreciated. Thank you, Stefan and Susan.) 

 

 

As the Zero Hedge story continued, Professor Petrovsky is now calling for an immediate 

investigation into these strange findings while also addressing the fact that the mainstream 

media is calling any attempts to label covid-19 as created in a lab a 'conspiracy 

theory' or 'fake news'. 

 

When asked why mainstream scientists are still clinging to the theory that the virus 

originated in a Wuhan wet market, he said that scientists "try not to be political" but that 

that scientists who support the lab escape theory risk negatively impacting their industry 

with tighter laboratory controls.  

 

"For instance, if it was to turn out that this virus may have come about because of an 

accidental lab release that would have implications for how we do viral research in 

laboratories all around the world which could make doing research much harder," he said, 

adding "So I think the inclination of virus researchers would be to presume that it came 

from an animal until proven otherwise because that would have less ramifications for how 

we are able to do research in the future. The alternative obviously has quite major 

implications for science and science on viruses, not just obviously political ramifications 

which we’re all well aware of."  

 

Petrovsky has called for immediate investigation now, and not when the pandemic is over - 

calling any delay in fact finding a "mistake."  

 

"I’m certainly very much in favour of a scientific investigation. It’s only objective should 

be to get to the bottom of how did this pandemic happen and how do we prevent a future 

pandemic…. not to have a witch-hunt." 

 

So while we'll totally agree that an investigation should be undertaken into exactly how 

covid-19 was 'created' or 'evolved' and as soon as possible, we also believe that should such 

an investigation turn up wrongdoing, especially should it be tied to China or 'nazi science 
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death operatives' like Dr. Anthony Fauci, who has been accused of collaborating with the 

Wuhan lab to 'create' covid-19, or Bill Gates or others, then those who have unleashed this 

plague upon our planet absolutely MUST BE held accountable. 

 

 

Two other stories which we published on ANP back in March and February within which we 

had reported information had emerged which suggesting Covid-19 was likely a bioweapon 

included the following: 

 

"This Is How Quickly America Could Be Transformed From A Free Society Into A 'Medical 

Tyranny' - Bioweapons Expert Warns ANP: 'A Vaccine Will Probably Be More Dangerous 

Than Useless'"      

 

"Bioweapons Expert Warns ANP: The 'Nazi Death Science Biological Warfare Work' Going 

On In America MUST Be Stopped! This Is What YOU Can Do To Help Protect America - In 

A 'Worst Case Scenario', Coronavirus Could Collapse America's" 

 

And as we had reported within both of those stories, our source for the information we had 

reported was Dr. Franklin Boyle, author of the Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 

1989. Sadly, even back then the mainstream media had reported that Dr. Boyle's warnings 

were 'fake news' despite his official standing as an 'expert' who had authored a global anti-

terrorism paper. 

 

So with more and more information emerging now that indeed, covid-19 was 'created' in a 

lab and 'designed to infect humans', as the website 'Big League Politics' had pointed out, 

with 'race specific bioweapons' now a reality and the globalists clearly pushing 

their 'depopulation agenda', none of us should be surprised if Professor Petrovsky soon meets 

his untimely end or he simply 'disappears' with mysterious deaths and arrests of covid-19 

scientists and researchers already taking place. From this story over at Big League Politics. 

 

Big League Politics has noted that even the mainstream experts admit that the age of 

bioweapon is at hand and individuals should be very concerned with the possibility of these 

being set off:  

 

Just months before the coronavirus pandemic hit the world, scientists at Cambridge 

University warned of the reality of race-specific bioweapons.  

 

Cambridge University’s Center for the Study of Existential Risk released their report last 

summer to tell world governments that they urgently need to prepare for this threat, or 

otherwise they would potentially deal with its lethal ramifications after it’s already too late.  

 

They called for independent groups to be formed to study technology and how it can be 

used as a weapon to target populations, and come up with ways to solve them through 

rules, regulations and other protocols.  

 

“The technology is becoming increasingly sophisticated at ever cheaper prices, 

democratizing the ability to harm more quickly and lethally,” the authors of the report 
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wrote. “In a particularly bad case, a bio-weapon could be built to target a specific ethnic 

group based on its genomic profile.”  

 

The coronavirus pandemic may signal that the worst fears of these researchers has come to 

life. Although globalist authority figures, Chinese communist tyrants, and social media 

commissars want to mute the concerns, whistleblowers have sounded the alarm about 

coronavirus strain possibly being a bioweapon.  

 

If Petrovsky mysteriously disappears in the upcoming days, it is probably not a 

coincidence.  

 

So with more and more evidence emerging that covid-19 was likely created in a laboratory; 

the very real chance that Dr. Anthony Fauci had collaborated in its creation; and now the 

democrats/globalists using covid-19 to impose tyranny; if this 'pandemic' was 

indeed 'created' and those who are responsible for its creation are not held accountable, 

we'll likely witness many more 'covid-19's in the future as the globalists race to crush 

humanity while also using it to usher in their socialist agenda as they've admitted in their own 

words to 'using this crisis as an opportunity'. 
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